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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an end-to-end post-filter
method with deep attention fusion features for monaural speaker-
independent speech separation. At first, a time-frequency domain
speech separation method is applied as the pre-separation stage.
The aim of pre-separation stage is to separate the mixture
preliminarily. Although this stage can separate the mixture, it
still contains the residual interference. In order to enhance the
pre-separated speech and improve the separation performance
further, the end-to-end post-filter (E2EPF) with deep attention
fusion features is proposed. The E2EPF can make full use
of the prior knowledge of the pre-separated speech, which
contributes to speech separation. It is a fully convolutional speech
separation network and uses the waveform as the input features.
Firstly, the 1-D convolutional layer is utilized to extract the
deep representation features for the mixture and pre-separated
signals in the time domain. Secondly, to pay more attention to
the outputs of the pre-separation stage, an attention module
is applied to acquire deep attention fusion features, which are
extracted by computing the similarity between the mixture and
the pre-separated speech. These deep attention fusion features
are conducive to reduce the interference and enhance the pre-
separated speech. Finally, these features are sent to the post-
filter to estimate each target signals. Experimental results on the
WSJ0-2mix dataset show that the proposed method outperforms
the state-of-the-art speech separation method. Compared with
the pre-separation method, our proposed method can acquire
64.1%, 60.2%, 25.6% and 7.5% relative improvements in scale-
invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR), the signal-to-distortion
ratio (SDR), the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)
and the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) measures,
respectively.
Index Terms—Speech separation, end-to-end post-filter, deep
attention fusion features, deep clustering, permutation invariant
training.
I. INTRODUCTION
SPEECH separation aims to estimate the target sourcesfrom a noisy mixture, which is known as the cocktail
party problem [1], [2]. As for monaural speech separation,
it is a very challenging task because only single channel can
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be used. This study focuses on monaural speaker-independent
speech separation.
Recently, deep learning has been applied to address speaker-
independent speech separation, which has obtained impressive
results [3]–[10]. The difficulty of speaker-independent speech
separation is label ambiguity or permutation problem [11],
[12]. In order to deal with this problem, deep clustering
(DC) [12] is proposed, which is a state-of-the-art method
for speaker-independent speech separation. DC is usually
formulated as two-step processes: embedding learning and
embedding clustering. Firstly, as for embedding learning, a
bidirectional long-short term memory (BLSTM) network is
trained to project each time-frequency (T-F) bin of mixture
spectrogram into an embedding vector. The training objective
is the Frobenius norm between the affinity matrices of the
embedding vector and the ideal binary mask. In this way, if the
T-F bins belong to the same speaker, these embedding vectors
are grouped closer together. Otherwise, they become farther
apart. Finally, in order to acquire the binary mask of each
source, K-means algorithm is applied to cluster these embed-
ding vectors, which is the embedding clustering. Although DC
gets good performance, it still has two limitations. Firstly, the
training objective is defined in the embedding vectors, instead
of the real separated sources. These embedding vectors do
not necessarily imply perfect separation of the sources in the
signal space. Secondly, DC applies the unsupervised K-means
clustering algorithm to estimate the binary masks of target
sources. Therefore, the performance of speech separation is
limited by the K-means clustering algorithm. To overcome the
training objective limitation of DC, the deep attractor network
(DANet) [13] method is proposed. Same as DC, the DANet
also maps the mixture spectrogram into a high-dimensional
embedding space. Different from DC, DANet firstly creates
attractor points at the embedding space. Then the similarities
between the embedded points and each attractor are applied
to estimate each source’s mask. However, at the test stage, it
still requires the unsupervised K-means clustering algorithm
to acquire the binary mask.
Frame-level permutation invariant training (PIT) [14] deals
with the permutation problem in a different way. During
training, the frame-level PIT (denoted by tPIT) computes all
possible label permutations for each frame. Then tPIT uses the
permutation with the lowest mean square error (MSE) as the
loss to train the separation model. It can get a good perfor-
mance for frame-level separation. However, in the real-world
conditions, the frame-level permutation of separated signals is
unknown. It means that tPIT needs the speaker tracing step
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during inference. To address this issue, utterance-level PIT
(uPIT) [11] is proposed. With uPIT, instead of choosing the
permutation at frame-level, the permutation corresponding to
the minimum utterance-level separation error is used for all
frames in one utterance. In this way, uPIT can effectively
eliminate the speaker tracing problem. However, tPIT and
uPIT only reduce the distance between the same speakers, they
don’t increase the distance between the different speakers. This
may lead to increasing the possibility of remixing the separated
sources.
In order to use both of DC and PIT, Chimera++ network
[15] is applied for speech separation, which is followed by
the Chimera network [16]. The Chimera++ network uses a
multi-task learning architecture to combine the DC and PIT.
However, it simply employs the DC and PIT as two outputs of
the separation model rather than fuses them deeply. Therefore,
it does not solve the limitations of DC and PIT. Computational
auditory scene analysis (CASA) [17] is a traditional speech
separation method, which is inspired by human auditory scene
analysis. Deep CASA [5] is another method to combine the
DC and PIT. It adopts the same divide-and-conquer strategy of
CASA. Deep CASA is a two-stage speech separation method.
Firstly, tPIT is used to estimate each source from the mixture
spectrogram. Then, DC is used as the speaker tracing step.
In other words, DC is applied to estimate the optimized
permutation at frame-level. Although deep CASA acquires
good separation performance, it is also limited by the K-means
algorithm.
Motivated by PIT, DC and discriminative learning [2], [9],
[18]–[20], we proposed a discriminative learning method for
speaker-independent speech separation with deep embedding
features (denoted by uPIT+DEF+DL) in our previous work
[21]. uPIT+DEF+DL combines DC and PIT in a deep fusion
method and addresses the limitations of DC and PIT very well.
It utilizes the DC network as the extractor of deep embedding
features. Then instead of using K-means clustering algorithm
to estimate the target sources, uPIT+DEF+DL applies the uPIT
to separate the speech from these deep embedding features.
Although uPIT+DEF+DL can separate the mixture well, it still
has two drawbacks limiting its performance. Firstly, it uses the
separated magnitude and mixture phase to reconstruct target
signals by inverse short-time Fourier transformation (ISTFT),
which is mismatched for magnitude and phase. Secondly, the
separated signals by the uPIT+DEF+DL may still contain the
residual interference signals, which damages the performance
of speech separation.
In this study, in order to address the above issues, we
propose an end-to-end post-filter (E2EPF) method with deep
attention fusion features for monaural speaker-independent
speech separation. The proposed E2EPF utilizes the time-
domain waveform as the input features. The waveform con-
tains all of the information of the raw wave, including the
magnitude and phase. Therefore, separating the speech from
waveform can solve the mismatch problem of magnitude and
phase. At the first, the uPIT+DEF+DL is used as the pre-
separation stage to preliminarily estimate target sources from
the mixture spectrogram through T-F domain. The separated
speech by this stage may still contain the residual interference.
To further enhance the pre-separated speech, the E2EPF with
deep attention fusion features is applied. The E2EPF can make
full use of the prior knowledge of pre-separated speech to help
reduce the residual interference. Firstly, the mixture and pre-
separated signals are processed by the 1-D convolutional layer
to extract deep representation features. Secondly, instead of
simply stacking these deep representation features, an attention
module is applied to compute the similarity between the
mixture and the pre-separated speech, which is used as the
extractor of deep attention fusion features. These features can
make the proposed model pay more attention to the pre-
separated signals so that the proposed E2EPF can reduce the
interference more easily and enhance the pre-separated speech.
The main contribution of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, we
propose the E2EPF to further enhance the pre-separated speech
and reduce the residual interference. Secondly, deep attention
fusion features are applied to compute the similarity between
the mixture and the pre-separated speech. Experiments are
conducted on WSJ0-2mix and WSJ0-3mix datasets [12]. Ex-
perimental results show that our proposed method outperforms
the state-of-the-art speech separation method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents discriminative learning for monaural speech separa-
tion using deep embedding features. Section III introduces
the proposed end-to-end post-filter speech separation method.
The experimental setup is stated in section IV. Section V
shows experimental results. Section VI shows the discussions.
Section VII draws conclusions.
II. DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING FOR MONAURAL SPEECH
SEPARATION USING DEEP EMBEDDING FEATURES
The object of monaural speech separation is to estimate
target sources from the mixture speech recorded by single
channel.
y(t) =
S∑
s=1
xs(t) (1)
where y(t) is the mixture speech, t is the time index, S is
the number of sources and xs(t), s = 1, ..., S are target
sources. And the corresponding short-time Fourier transfor-
mation (STFT) of y(t) and xs(t) are Y (t, f) and Xs(t, f).
The speech separation aims to estimate each source signals
xs(t) from y(t) or Y (t, f). In this section, we introduce
the discriminative learning method for speech separation with
deep embedding features [21], which is based on uPIT. This
method is denoted as uPIT+DEF+DL. We use this method as
our pre-separation stage and our baseline.
A. Deep Embedding Features
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of uPIT+DEF+DL
speech separation system. Firstly, a BLSTM network is trained
as the extractor of deep embedding features (DEF). The aim
of the extractor is to project the mixed amplitude spectrum
|Y (t, f)| of each T-F bin into the D-dimensional deep embed-
ding features V .
V = γθ(|Y (t, f)|) ∈ RTF×D (2)
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where TF is the number of T-F bins and γθ(∗) is the BLSTM
mapping function. Here we consider a unit-norm embedding,
so
|vi|2 = 1, vi = vi,d (3)
where vi,d is the value of the d-th dimension of the embedding
for element i. We let the embeddings V to implicitly represent
an TF × TF estimated affinity matrix V V T .
As for the deep embedding features extractor, the loss
function JDC is defined as follow:
JDC = ||V V T −BBT ||2F
= ||V V T ||2F − 2||V TB||2F + ||BBT ||2F
(4)
where B ∈ RTF×S is a binary matrix, which means the
source membership function for each T-F bin. Specifically,
if the energy of source s is the highest compared with other
sources, Btf,s = 1. Otherwise, Btf,s = 0. S denotes the source
number. || ∗ ||2F is the squared Frobenius norm.
B. uPIT Based Speech Separation Model with Deep Embed-
ding Features
As for DC [12], the training objective is not the real sep-
arated sources. Besides, the unsupervised K-means clustering
algorithm is applied to acquire binary masks. Therefore, the
performance is limited by the K-means algorithm. In order
to address these issues, we use the deep embedding vectors
extracted by DC as the input of uPIT to directly learn each
source’s soft masks. In this way, on one hand, we directly
use the real separated sources as the training objective. In
other words, the DC and uPIT can be trained end-to-end. On
the other hand, the performance of speech separation is not
limited by the K-means algorithm.
Phase sensitive mask (PSM) [22], [23] is proved to be
effective for speech separation because it makes full use of
the phase information [11]. In this paper, we utilize the PSM
for speech separation in the T-F domain. The ideal PSM is
defined as:
Ms(t, f) =
|Xs(t, f)|cos(θy(t, f)− θs(t, f))
|Y (t, f)| (5)
where θy(t, f) and θs(t, f) are the phase of mixture speech
and target source s.
uPIT computes the MSE for all possible speaker permu-
tations at utterance-level. Then the minimum cost among all
permutations (P) is chosen as the optimal assignment.
JuPIT = argmin
θs∈P
S∑
s=1
|||Y |M˜s−|Xθs |cos(θy−θs)||2F (6)
where the number of all permutations (P) is N = S! (! denotes
the factorial symbol). The (t, f) is omitted in M˜s, Y , X , θy
and θs.
C. Discriminative Learning
For uPIT, the target of minimizing Eq.6 is to reduce the
distance between the outputs and their corresponding target
sources. To decrease the possibility of remixing separated
sources, the discriminative learning (DL) is applied to our
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of uPIT+DEF+DL speech separation system. DC
loss is the loss of deep clustering.
proposed model. DL not only reduces the distance between the
prediction and the corresponding target, but also increases the
distance between the prediction and the interference sources.
We assume that φ∗ is the chosen permutation (the same
as the JuPIT in Eq. 6), which has the lowest MSE among
all permutations. Therefore, the discriminative learning loss
function can be defined as:
JDL = φ
∗ −
∑
φ 6=φ∗,φ∈P
αφ (7)
where φ is a permutation from P but does not contain φ∗,
α ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter of φ. When α = 0, the
loss function is the same as the JuPIT in Eq. 6. It means with
no discriminative learning.
D. Joint Training
To extract embedding features effectively, we apply the joint
training framework to the proposed system. The loss function
of joint training is defined as follow:
J = λJDC + (1− λ)JDL
= λJDC + (1− λ)(φ∗ −
∑
φ6=φ∗,φ∈P
αφ) (8)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] controls the weight of JDC and JDL.
III. THE PROPOSED SPEECH SEPARATION METHOD
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end post-filter
(E2EPF) with deep attention fusion features for monaural
speaker-independent speech separation. Firstly, we use the
uPIT+DEF+DL to separate the mixture preliminarily in the
T-F domain, which is used as the pre-separation stage. The
separated speech by this method may still contain the residual
interference. In order to further enhance the separated speech
and improve the performance of speech separation, we utilize
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Fig. 2. (a): the diagram of the end-to-end post-filter. It contains three parts: feature extraction, deep attention fusion and post-filter. Features are extracted by
the 1-D convolution operation. Then attention mechanism is leveraged to the deep attention fusion. Finally, these features are inputted to the post-filter for
speech separation. (b): the detail block diagram of post-filter. The post-filter is composed of 1-D convolution and temporal convolutional network (TCN). (c):
the design of 1-D convolution block.
the E2EPF with deep attention fusion features as another stage.
The E2EPF can make full use of the prior knowledge of the
pre-separated speech. The E2EPF is a fully convolutional net-
work and applies the waveform as the input feature. Besides,
in order to make the separation model pay more attention to
the pre-separated signals, an attention module is utilized to
extract deep attention fusion features, which are computed the
similarity between the mixture and pre-separated signals.
The E2EPF mainly solves two problems. Firstly, in the pre-
separation stage, it only enhances the magnitude and leaves
the phase spectrum unchanged. The mismatched magnitude
and phase are used to reconstruct estimated signals, which
damages the performance of speech separation. The E2EPF
does the speech separation in the time domain so that it can
enhance the magnitude and phase spectrum simultaneously.
Secondly, the separated signals by the pre-separation stage
may still contain the residual interference. The E2EPF makes
full use of the prior knowledge of the pre-separated speech and
applies the deep attention fusion features to further remove the
residual interference and improve the performance of speech
separation.
The E2EPF utilizes the waveform as the input features. It
consists three parts: feature extraction, deep attention fusion
and post-filter, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). This section we will
introduce these three parts detailedly.
A. Feature Extraction
The input mixture speech (y(t)) and the output sources
(os(t), s = 1, 2, ..., S) of the pre-separation stage can be
divided into overlapping segments of length L. We denote
them as yk ∈ R1×L and osk ∈ R1×L, where k = 1, ..., Tˆ
is the index of segment and Tˆ denotes the total number of
segments in y(t) and os(t).
The 1-D convolution operation is used to extract deep
features from the y and os (we drop the index k and time
t from now on).
wy = ReLU(yUy) (9)
ws = ReLU(osUs), s = 1, 2, ..., S (10)
where wy,ws ∈ R1×N are the deep features extracted from the
y and os, respectively. Uy ∈ RN×L and Us ∈ RN×L are the
basis functions of 1-D convolution operation, which contains
N vectors with length L each. ReLU(∗) denotes the rectified
linear unit, which is an optional nonlinear function.
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B. Deep Attention Fusion
Recently, attention models have been successfully applied
to the sequence-to-sequence learning tasks [24]–[28]. In this
study, attention mechanism is leveraged to acquire the deep
attention fusion features.
The aim of the attention mechanism is to make the separa-
tion model pay more attention to the output signals of the pre-
separation stage. It is used to compute the similarity between
the mixture and pre-separated signals. Therefore, the E2EPF
can further reduce the interference signals and improve the
performance of speech separation. In order to compute the
similarity between mixture and the pre-separated signals, the
wy and ws are sent to another 1-D convolutional layer.
w
′
y = ReLU(wyU
′
y) (11)
w
′
s = ReLU(wsU
′
s), s = 1, 2, ..., S (12)
where U
′
y ∈ RN×L and U
′
s ∈ RN×L are the basis functions
of 1-D convolution operation.
According to the global attention mechanism [27], the
attention weight αt,t′ can be learned:
αt,t′ =
exp(dt,t′ )∑′
t exp(dt,t′ )
(13)
where dt,t′ is the correlation between w
′
y and w
′
s, which
measures their similarity. The attention weight αt,t′ is the
softmax of dt,t′ over t
′ ∈ [1, N ] . We follow the dot-based
function in [27] as the dt,t′ . dt,t′ is defined as follow:
dt,t′ = w
′T
y w
′
s (14)
The context vector ct′s ∈ R1×N can be calculated by the
weighted average of w
′
s:
ct′s =
∑
t
αt,t′w
′
s (15)
As shown in Fig. 2 (a), gray area is the deep attention fusion
part. Finally, these two context vectors ct′s and the mixture
deep feature w
′
y are as the deep attention fusion features to
the next post-filter part.
C. Post-filter
The detail block diagram of post-filter is shown in Fig. 2
(b), which adopts the temporal convolutional network (TCN)
similar to TasNet [29]. TCN is leveraged to the end-to-end
post-filter, which has shown comparable even better perfor-
mance than RNNs in various sequence modeling tasks [29]–
[35]. The post-filter is a fully-convolutional module including
stacked dilated 1-D convolutional blocks as shown in Fig. 2
(c). Compared with the TasNet [29], there are two main
differences. Firstly, our proposed post-filter makes full use of
the prior knowledge of the pre-separated speech and the post-
filter is used as the second stage to improve the separation
performance. Secondly, to pay more attention to the pre-
separated speech, these deep attention fusion features are
applied.
TCNs are used to replace for recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), which have shown comparable even better perfor-
mance than RNNs in various sequence modeling tasks [29]–
[34]. For each TCN, 1-D convolutional blocks have increasing
dilation factors (1, 2, ..., 2M−1, M is the number of convo-
lutional blocks), as shown in the light brown of Fig. 2 (b).
These increasing dilation factors can capture a large temporal
context. To further increase the receptive field, the M stacked
dilated convolutional blocks are repeated R = 4 times.
Fig. 2 (c) shows the stacked dilated 1-D convolutional block,
which follows [36]. To avoid losing input information, the
skip connection is utilized between the input and the next
block. The depthwise separable convolution has been proven
to be effective for image processing tasks [37], [38]. Then,
the depthwise separable convolution is applied to further de-
crease the parameters numbers. A nonlinear activation function
and a normalization operation are added after both the first
1×1−conv and D−conv blocks respectively. The parametric
rectified linear unit (PReLU) [39] is applied. The reason is
that PReLU can improve model fitting with nearly zero extra
computational cost and little overfitting risk [39]. The type
of the normalization is the global layer normalization (gLN)
because that the gLN outperforms all other normalization
methods [34].
The output of the stacked dilated 1-D convolutional block
is inputted to a 1-D convolutional layer with ReLU nonlinear
function and we denote these neural networks as γ(∗). The
reason of using ReLU is that we want the network to learn
target masks like the T-F domain. The output of γ(∗) is the
estimated mask ms ∈ R1×N of each source similar to the
pre-separation stage.
ms = γ([ws, ct′s;w
′
y]), s = 1, 2, ..., S (16)
Then the separated representation es of source s can be
estimated as following:
es = wy ms (17)
where  denotes the element-wise multiplication.
Finally, the estimated waveform of source s x˜s is recon-
structed by the transposed 1-D convolution operator:
x˜s = esUe (18)
where Ue ∈ RN×L denotes the basis function of transposed
1-D convolution operator.
D. Training Objective
In order to improve the separation performance, the training
objective of the end-to-end post-filter is to maximize the scale-
invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR) [40]. The SI-SNR is
defined as:
xtarget =
〈x˜, x〉x
‖x‖2 (19)
enoise = x˜− xtarget (20)
SI-SNR = 10log10
‖xtarget‖2
‖enoise‖2 (21)
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where x˜ and x denote the estimated and target sources,
respectively. ‖x‖2 = 〈x, x〉 is the signal power. In order to
solve the permutation problem, the uPIT is utilized during
training.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Dataset
The WSJ0-2mix and WSJ0-3mix datasets [12] are used to
conduct our experiments, which is derived from WSJ0 corpus
[41]. It has training, validation and test set. The training set
has 20,000 utterances about 30 hours. It is 5,000 utterances
about 10 hours for validation set. As for test set, it has 3,000
utterances about 5 hours. All of the data is generated by
randomly selecting utterances from WSJ0 set with signal-
to-noise ratios (SNRs) between -5dB and 5dB. The training
and validation set are generated from the WSJ0 training set
(si_tr_s). The test set is generated from the WSJ0 devel-
opment set (si_dt_05) and evaluation set (si_et_05). All
the waveforms are sampled at 8000 Hz.
In order to evaluate the separation performance, the valida-
tion set is used as the closed conditions (CC) and the test set
is used as the open condition (OC).
B. Baseline model
In this paper, we use the uPIT+DEF+DL as our baseline
model. To compute the short-time Fourier transform (STFT),
the hamming window is 32ms and window shift is 16ms.
Therefore, the dimension of the spectral magnitude is 129. We
use the normalized amplitude spectrum of the mixture speech
as the input features.
There are two BLSTM layers with 896 units as for the
extractor of deep embedding features. We set the dimension
of embedding D to 40. Following the embedding layer, a tanh
activation function is utilized. For uPIT separation network,
there is only one layer with 896 units. Therefore, the network
of pre-separation has 3 BLSTM layers in total, which is the
same as the baseline in [11]. As for the mask estimation
layer, a Rectified Liner Uint (ReLU) activation function is
used to estimate the mask of each source, which is followed
by the uPIT separation network. The discriminative learning
parameter α is set to 0.1.
For each BLSTM layer, a random dropout is applied and
dropout rate is set to 0.5. The batch-size is 16 utterances which
is generated by randomly selecting. The minimum epoch is
set to 30. The learning rate is initialized as 0.0005. When the
training loss increases on the validation set, the learning rate
is scaled down by 0.7. When the relative loss improvement is
lower than 0.01, the model is early stopped. The models of
this stage are optimized with the Adam algorithm [42].
In this paper, we re-implement uPIT [11] with our experi-
mental setup, which has three BLSTM layers with 896 units.
The others are the same as the experimental setup of our pre-
separation stage.
C. The proposed end-to-end post-filter method
The length of input waveform is 4-second long segments.
The learning rate is initialized as 0.0001. If the training loss
increases in 3 consecutive epochs on the validation set, the
learning rate is halved. Same as the pre-separation stage, the
optimizer of this stage is the Adam algorithm [42]. The max-
imum number of epoch is 100. As for the feature extraction,
the number of the first 1-D convolutional filters is 256 with
length 20 (in samples) (N = 256, L = 20 in Section III-B).
As for the other 1-D convolution, the number of channels all
is 256. For convolutional blocks, The numbers of channels and
kernel size are 512 and 3, respectively. The number of repeats
is 4 and in each repeat the number of convolutional blocks M
is 8.
D. Evaluation metrics
In this work, in order to evaluate the performance of
speech separation results, the models are evaluated on the
scale-invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR), the signal-to-
distortion ratio (SDR), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and
signal-to-artifact ratio (SAR) which are the BBS-eval [40]
score, the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)
[43] measure and the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI)
measure [44].
E. Comparison with ideal T-F masks
In order to compare with the ideal T-F masks, we use the
ideal PSM (IPSM), ideal binary mask (IBM) and ideal ratio
mask (IRM). These masks are calculated by STFT with 32 ms
length hamming window and 16 ms window shift, which is
the same as the pre-separation stage. The IPSM is defined in
Eq. 5. The IBM and IRM of source s = 1, 2, ..., S are defined
as following:
IBMs(t, f) =
{
1, |Xs(t, f)| > |Xj 6=s(t, f)|
0, otherwise
(22)
IRMs(t, f) =
|Xs(t, f)|∑S
j=1 |Xj(t, f)|
(23)
V. RESULTS
A. Pre-separation stage
We firstly evaluate the performance of the pre-separation
stage in the T-F domain. Table I shows the results of SDR,
SIR, SAR and PESQ between the uPIT based different speech
separation methods on closed (CC) and open (OC) condition.
The deep embedding features is denoted by DEF. In Table I,
the ”Optimal (Opt.) Assign.” means that outputs are optimal
assignment. In other words, outputs are with optimal permu-
tation for all of the frames in a utterance. Otherwise, it is the
”Default (Def.) Assign.”.
1) Evaluation of deep embedding features: From Table I,
we can find that in all objective measures, uPIT+DEF methods
all outperform the uPIT method no matter what λ is. These
results indicate that the uPIT based separation method with
deep embedding features can improve the performance of
speaker-independent speech separation. This is because that
these deep embedding features are deep representations for
the mixture amplitude spectrum, which contain the potential
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TABLE I
THE RESULTS OF SDR, SIR, SAR AND PESQ FOR DIFFERENT SEPARATION METHODS WITH CLOSED (CC) AND OPEN (OC) CONDITION ON WSJ0-2MIX
DATASET. λ IS THE WEIGHT OF JOINT TRAINING IN EQ.8. DEF DENOTES THE DEEP EMBEDDING FEATURES. UPIT IS THE BASELINE METHOD,
UPIT+DEF AND UPIT+DEF+DL ARE OUR PROPOSED METHODS. UPIT+DEF MEANS WITH NO DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING.
Method λ
Optimal (Opt.) Assign. Default (Def.) Assign.
SDR(dB) SIR(dB) SAR(dB) PESQ SDR(dB) SIR(dB) SAR(dB) PESQ
CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC
uPIT - 11.3 11.2 18.8 18.8 12.3 12.3 2.68 2.67 10.3 10.1 17.7 17.5 11.5 11.3 2.60 2.58
uPIT+DEF 0.01 11.7 11.6 19.4 19.5 12.7 12.6 2.85 2.84 10.8 10.7 18.4 18.4 12.0 11.8 2.77 2.75
uPIT+DEF 0.05 11.7 11.7 19.5 19.6 12.7 12.6 2.84 2.84 10.8 10.8 18.4 18.8 11.9 11.9 2.76 2.75
uPIT+DEF 0.1 11.7 11.7 19.5 19.5 12.7 12.6 2.84 2.84 10.8 10.7 18.5 18.4 12.0 11.9 2.76 2.74
uPIT+DEF+DL 0.05 11.9 11.9 19.9 20.0 12.8 12.7 2.83 2.83 11.0 10.8 18.8 18.8 12.0 11.9 2.74 2.73
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Fig. 3. MSE over epochs on the WSJ0-2mix with and without DL training
method based on uPIT+DEF.
information of each target source so that they can effectively
estimate the masks of target sources. Therefore, these deep
embedding features are discriminative features for speech
separation.
2) Evaluation of discriminative learning: The aim of dis-
criminative learning is to maximize the distance between
different sources and minimize the distance between same
sources, simultaneously.
Compared with the uPIT+DEF, uPIT+DEF+DL (discrimi-
native learning is utilized) achieves better performance in the
majority of cases, except for the PESQ measure. These results
indicate that the discriminative learning can improve the
performance of speech separation. Meanwhile, especially for
the BSS-eval evaluation metrics (SDR, SIR and SAR), using
discriminative learning can gets a better result. The reason
is that the discriminative learning increases the dissimilarity
between different speakers so that the possibility of remixing
the interferences can be reduced. Although the performance
of uPIT+DEF+DL is slightly worse than uPIT+DEF for PESQ
measure, it is also comparable to the uPIT+DEF and signifi-
cantly better than the uPIT.
Fig. 3 shows the MSE over epochs on the WSJ0-2mix with
and without DL training method based on uPIT+DEF. From
Fig. 3 we can find that the DL based separation can be faster
convergent than the without DL method. This result indicates
the effectiveness of DL.
TABLE II
THE RESULTS OF SI-SNR, SDR, PESQ AND STOI FOR THE PROPOSED
METHOD IN TIME DOMAIN AND THE T-F DOMAIN BASED METHODS ON
WSJ0-2MIX DATASET. THEY ARE ALL IN THE DEFAULT ASSIGNMENT AND
OPEN CONDITION.
Methods SI-SNR(dB) SDR(dB) PESQ STOI(%)
uPIT 9.5 10.1 2.58 87.64
uPIT+DEF(λ = 0.01) 10.1 10.7 2.75 88.62
uPIT+DEF(λ = 0.05) 10.1 10.8 2.75 88.59
uPIT+DEF(λ = 0.1) 10.1 10.7 2.74 88.55
uPIT+DEF+DL(λ = 0.05) 10.3 10.8 2.73 88.69
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF 16.6 17.0 3.41 95.38(proposed)
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF 16.9 17.3 3.43 95.39+attention (proposed)
B. Comparison of the proposed end-to-end post-filter method
with the uPIT based methods
Table II shows the results of SI-SNR, SDR, PESQ and
STOI for the proposed method in time domain and the T-
F domain uPIT based methods. They are all in the default
assignment and open condition. In this study, we extend
uPIT+DEF+DL and propose the end-to-end post-filter method
for monaural speech separation with deep attention fusion
features (uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention).
From the Table II we can know that when the speech
signals separated by the pre-stage (uPIT+DEF+DL method)
are processed by the end-to-end post-filter, the performance
of speech separation can be improved significantly. More
specifically, compared with the uPIT+DEF+DL, our proposed
speech separation method uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention
obtains 6.6 dB increment in SI-SNR, 6.5 dB increment in SDR,
0.7 increment in PESQ and 6.7% increment in STOI. The
reason of the large improvement is that the uPIT+DEF+DL
method does the speech separation in the T-F domain and it
only enhances the amplitude spectrum, while the phase spec-
trum is left unchanged. In other words, the uPIT+DEF+DL
method utilizes the separated magnitude spectrum and the
mixture phase spectrum to reconstruct the each source signals
by ISTFT. However, the separated magnitude spectrum and
the mixture phase spectrum are mismatched, which damages
the performance of speech separation. As for our proposed
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention method, the pre-separation
stage does the speech separation in the T-F domain to separate
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Fig. 4. The results of SI-SNR, SDR, PESQ and STOI for the proposed method uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention and ideal masks on WSJ0-2mix dataset.
(a) The SI-SNR result. (b) The SDR results. (c) The PESQ results. (d) The STOI results.
the mixture preliminarily. At the end-to-end post-filter stage,
in order to improve the performance of speech separation,
it applies the waveform as the input features. The waveform
contains all of the information of the mixture signals, includ-
ing magnitude spectrum and phase spectrum. Therefore, this
stage enhances the magnitude spectrum and phase spectrum,
simultaneously. In addition, to reduce the complexity and size
of the end-to-end post-filter model, at the end-to-end post-filter
stage, all structures are CNN.
C. Evaluation of the deep attention fusion features
In Table II, Table III and Table IV, the
’uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF’ means without the module of deep
attention fusion, the ’uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention’
means with the module of deep attention fusion.
From Table II we can find that when the deep
attention fusion features are applied, the performance
of speech separation can be improved. More specifi-
cally, compare to the uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF method, the
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention can acquire 0.3 dB incre-
ment for both SI-SNR and SDR evaluation metrics. The reason
is that these deep attention fusion features are extracted by the
attention module, which computes the similarity between the
mixture and the pre-separated signals. Therefore, these deep
attention fusion features can make the separation model can
pay more attention to the pre-separated signals. So they are
conducive to help reduce the residual interference and enhance
the pre-separated speech so that the performance of speech
separation can be improved. These results prove that deep
attention fusion features are effective for speech separation.
Examples of separated speech for the baseline and our
proposed method are available online1.
D. Comparison of the proposed method with the ideal masks
In order to make a comparison of our proposed method with
the ideal masks, Fig. 4 shows the results of SI-SNR, SDR,
PESQ and STOI for our proposed method and the the ideal
masks.
From Fig. 4, several observations can be found. Firstly,
IPSM has the best performance compared with the other
ideal masks (IBM and IRM) in all evaluation metrics. This
is because that the IPSM is a phase sensitive mask, which
makes full use of the phase information. Therefore, the phase
is very important for speech separation. Secondly, as for SI-
SNR and SDR evaluation metrics as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and
1Available online at https://github.com/fchest/wave-samples
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TABLE III
THE SDR, PESQ AND STOI RESULTS OF DIFFERENT SEPARATION METHODS FOR DIFFERENT GENDER COMBINATIONS ON WSJ0-2MIX DATASET. THEY
ARE ALL IN THE DEFAULT ASSIGNMENT AND OPEN CONDITION.
Methods Male-Female Female-Female Male-MaleSDR(dB) PESQ STOI(%) SDR(dB) PESQ STOI(%) SDR(dB) PESQ STOI(%)
uPIT 11.7 2.74 89.95 8.6 2.43 84.59 9.9 2.37 85.24
uPIT+DEF(λ = 0.01) 12.3 2.92 90.71 9.0 2.56 85.26 8.7 2.55 86.81
uPIT+DEF(λ = 0.05) 12.5 2.91 90.71 9.3 2.56 85.38 8.8 2.55 86.65
uPIT+DEF(λ = 0.1) 12.3 2.91 90.72 9.2 2.57 85.68 8.5 2.53 86.30
uPIT+DEF+DL(λ = 0.05) 12.5 2.90 90.76 9.3 2.55 85.50 8.8 2.53 86.81
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF 19.8 3.63 97.44 13.1 3.10 91.48 14.2 3.20 93.97(proposed)
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF 20.2 3.65 97.50 13.3 3.10 91.43 14.5 3.23 93.92+attention(proposed)
IBM 13.7 3.22 92.05 14.1 3.24 92.29 12.7 3.19 92.42
IRM 13.6 3.53 93.05 14.0 3.56 93.89 12.6 3.52 93.35
IPSM 15.5 3.68 95.74 15.9 3.67 95.70 14.6 3.70 95.87
TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEMS ON WSJ0-2MIX
DATASET.
Methods SI-SNR(dB) SDR(dB) PESQ STOI(%)
Mixture 0.0 0.15 2.02 74.40
DC [12] - 6.7 - -
DC++ [45] 10.8 - - -
uPIT [11] - 10.2 2.84 -
SDC-MLT-Grid [46] - 10.7 - -
CASA-E2E [5] - 11.2 - -
Chimera++ [15] - 11.7 - -
Wang et al. [47] - 12.0 - -
TasNet [29] 14.6 15.2 3.25 -
Conv-TasNet [34] 15.3 15.8 3.24 -
Wang et al. [4] 15.3 15.8 3.36 -
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF 16.9 17.3 3.43 95.39+attention (proposed)
IBM 13.0 13.5 3.22 92.20
IRM 12.7 13.4 3.53 93.29
IPSM 14.9 15.3 3.69 95.77
(b), our proposed method uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention
acquires the best performance compared with the ideal masks.
If only enhances the magnitude spectrum and leaves the phase
spectrum unchanged, these ideal masks are the limitation
performance of speech separation. However, the performance
of our proposed method is better than these ideal masks,
which reveals that our proposed method can separate the
mixture very well. Finally, as for PESQ evaluation metric
Fig. 4 (c), although the performance of the proposed method
is slightly worse than IPSM, it is still better than IBM and
comparable to IRM. And as for the STOI evaluation metric
Fig. 4 (d), our proposed method is comparable to the IPSM
and outperforms the IBM and IRM. Therefore, these results
indicate the effectiveness of our proposed method for speech
separation.
E. Comparison with different gender combinations
Table III compares the results of uPIT based speech sep-
aration methods for different gender combinations. Male-
TABLE V
COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEMS ON WSJ0-3MIX
DATASET.
Method 4SI-SNR(dB) 4SDR(dB) PESQ STOI(%)
Mixture 0 0 1.66 62.97
uPIT [11] - 7.7 - -
DC++ [45] 7.1 - - -
DANet [13] 8.6 8.9 - -
ADANet [48] 9.1 9.4 2.16 -
Conv-TasNet [29] 11.6 12.0 2.50 -
uPIT+DEF+DL 7.2 8.0 2.03 74.79
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF 12.5 13.0 2.70 87.05+attention(proposed)
IBM 12.0 12.3 2.80 85.82
IRM 12.4 12.8 3.50 91.92
IPSM 15.1 15.4 3.48 93.20
female combinations can acquire a better performance than
female-female and male-male combinations for all of speech
separation methods in Table III. This is because that compared
with the same gender combinations, different gender combina-
tions have larger differences for speech features, for example
pitch. Therefore, the same gender combinations speech is
more difficult to separate. However, our proposed method can
achieve better results than other methods for all of the gender
combinations, especially for the same gender combinations.
These results indicate that our proposed method is effective
for speech separation.
F. Comparison with other state-of-the-art methods
In order to compare the separation results of our
proposed method with previous methods, Table IV
shows the performance of our proposed method
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention and other state-of-the-
art methods on the same WSJ0-2mix dataset. For all methods,
the best reported results are listed and they are all in the
default assignment and open condition. Note that, for [4],
[5], [11], [12], [15], [29], [34], [46] methods are use SDR
improvements results. To compare equally, their final results
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are add 0.2 dB although the SDR result of the mixture is only
about 0.15 dB. In this table, the missing values are because
they are unreported in their corresponding study.
As for DC [12], DC++ [45], uPIT [11], SDC–MLT-Grid
[46] and CASA-E2E [5], they all do the speech separation
in the T-F domain with no phase enhancement. Their per-
formance are slightly worse than the other speech separation
methods. TasNet [29] and Conv-TasNet [34] extend uPIT
to the time domain and use the TCN for separation, which
acquire quite good results. Note that the TasNet [29] does not
use the prior knowledge of the pre-separated speech. From
Table IV we can find that our proposed method acquires
the best performance, which indicate the effectiveness of our
proposed method. The reason is that our proposed method
can make full use of the prior knowledge of the pre-separated
speech to help reduce the residual interference. In order to
address the mismatch problem of magnitude and phase, our
proposed E2EPF utilizes the waveform as the input feature,
which can enhance the magnitude and phase simultaneously.
In addition, the deep attention fusion features are applied
to E2EPF so that the E2EPF can pay more attention to the
pre-separated speech. Therefore, the E2EPF can enhance the
separated speech very well and the performance of speech
separation can be improved.
Table V shows the results of our proposed method
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention and other state-of-the-art
methods on the same WSJ0-3mix dataset. As the SI-SNR
and SDR of the mixture in WSJ0-3mix dataset are nega-
tives, we use the 4SI-SNR and 4SDR as the evaluation
metrics. From Table V we can find that our proposed method
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention outperforms other separa-
tion systems on the WSJ0-3mix dataset. These results indicate
that our proposed method is effective for speech separation.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
The above experimental results show that our proposed end-
to-end post-filter method with deep attention fusion features is
effective for speaker independent speech separation. We can
make some interesting observations as follows.
Our proposed end-to-end post-filter method can further
reduce the residual interference and improve the performance
of speech separation. The performance of the pre-separation
stage uPIT+DEF+DL method outperforms the uPIT method
but it still needs to be improved. This is because that the
separated speech by this stage may still contain the residual
interference. In addition, it uses the mismatched mixture phase
and the enhanced magnitude to reconstruct the separated
speech, which damages the separation performance. When
the proposed end-to-end post-filter method is utilized, the
separation performance can be improved. The reason is that
the end-to-end post-filter makes full use of the prior knowledge
of pre-separated speech so that it can reduce the residual
interference and improve the separation performance. Besides,
it utilizes the waveform as the input features, which includes
the magnitude and phase. Therefore, when it enhances the
waveform, the amplitude and phase can be enhanced simul-
taneously. So our proposed method can address the mismatch
problem of the magnitude and phase.
The deep attention fusion features are conducive to
speech separation. Compared to the uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF
method (without deep attention fusion features), the proposed
uPIT+DEF+DL+E2EPF+attention can acquire a better speech
separation result. The reason is that these deep attention fusion
features are extracted by an attention module that computes
the similarity between the mixture and pre-separated signals.
Therefore, the end-to-end post-filter can pay more attention
to the pre-separated signals so that the residual interference
can be reduced and the pre-separated speech can be enhanced
further.
In summary, our proposed end-to-end post-filter method
can further reduce the residual interference. Furthermore, the
deep attention fusion features are applied to improve the
performance of speech separation.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an end-to-end post-filter method
for monaural speech separation, which utilized the deep
attention fusion features. The uPIT+DEF+DL method was
applied to separate the mixture speech preliminarily. In order
to further reduce the interference, the end-to-end post-filter
with the deep attention fusion features was proposed. Our
experiments were conducted on WSJ0-2mix and WSJ0-3mix
dataset. Results showed that the proposed method was effec-
tive for speaker-independent speech separation. In the future,
we will extend the proposed method to multi-channel speech
separation, which could use the spatial information to improve
the performance of speech separation.
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